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His life fell completely apart. That is when Baz began putting all of the pieces
together. That is when he realized what he knew all along. That every broken part was
a piece to the puzzle, and that he possessed a unique ability to help others see that
too. 

In 2004, after returning home from serving in the British Army, Baz attempted to
begin his next chapter. While he was looking ahead, PTSD, nightmares, flashbacks,
anxiety, and depression were trapping him in his past. However hard his afflictions
fought, something within Baz kept pushing him to surpass the moment. That
something, he would soon come to understand, was the gift he possessed all along to
help people come into alignment with their true-self and who they are meant to be.

A B O U T  B A Z  P O R T E R

OVERCOMING PTSD +  TRAUMA

A DYNAMIC  SPEAKER WHO SPEAKS FROM EXPERIENCE WWW.SIEGELSPEAKERS.COM

As a renowned motivational speaker and transformational coach,
Baz teaches awareness and understanding of universal laws, other
dimensions, new paradigms and quantum energy work for healings.
Using this knowledge to guide people who are willing to strive for
their ultimate potential, Baz passes on these techniques to
individuals, corporations, and both small and large groups. As the
result of personally integrating his extraordinary life experiences,
Baz has learned how to navigate through the depths of adversity to
inspire breakthroughs. The energetic ripple-effect created by his
individual and collective teachings has been noted globally. With
his podcast and upcoming book, Baz’s community of enlightened
people continues to grow. The only question is are you ready to be
awakened?



SPEAKING TOPICS
Baz Porter uses his personal experiences navigating

addiction, depression, and more and shares insights

on how to break free from the many aspects of life

that cause trauma and hold us back. 

O V E R C O M I N G  P T S D  +  T R A U M A

S E L F - E M P O W E R M E N T
Baz Porter will guide you through the journey of

yourself, unlocking your knowledge within. Having

traveled the world and his own experiences, Baz

shares his own unique perspectives on how to release

what doesn’t serve you, maximize what does, and

ultimately live the life you dream of.

B A Z  P O R T E R ' S  L I F E  S T O R Y
Life in the British Army. PTSD-induced addiction.

Anxiety. Depression. Debilitating moments. The

ultimate pursuit to grow beyond these limits. The

Baz Porter life story is one of challenge and

triumph. 
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PHOTO
Baz Porter's extraordinary life experiences have taught

him how to navigate through the depths of adversity.

Now, in his upcoming book Using Trauma to Thrive, he

teaches others to do the same. Told in a frank,

conversational style, Baz provides both personal

experience and actionable steps to prove that recovery

is possible and life can be rewarding. A message of hope

for millions of people, potentially, that there is light

always at the end of the tunnel, even when you can’t see

it. One part memoir, one part self help, Using Trauma to

Thrive is a message of hope for a world that needs it now

more than ever.
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TESTIMONIALS

“ It's almost difficult to put into words how
incredible a session with Baz is because it is
absolutely LIFE CHANGING. I have never
experienced the level of healing that took
place in our first session. Over my life, I had
spent years in therapy (beginning in
childhood), have seen countless doctors, as
well as numerous energy workers and healers,
and always had an underlying sense of
unhappiness and sorrow...In only 90 minutes,
Baz was able to facilitate the release of all the
negative and heavy emotions I had been
holding on to since my childhood. For the first
time in my life, I finally felt happy, free, and
like my true self."
–Mary Jane K.

"HE USES HIS GIFTS AND TOOLS TO TEACH US HOW TO HEAL OURSELVES
AND LOVE OURSELVES, so that we can each create a ripple effect of healing
throughout the world. Everything he does and everyone he helps is with the
bigger picture in mind, always for the benefit of the individual as well as for
the greater good of humanity." 
–Meagan E.

"THIS MAN HAS  CHANGED MY LIFE! He truly helped me discover my best
self while showing me how to walk in light instead of doubt and fear." 
–Holly H.

"Baz is the real deal. Kind and compassionate with brilliant intuitive abilities,
he guided me with grace into remembering higher states of consciousness
within me. If you are here reading this review then please take the next step
and allow Baz to assist you in your journey of Self-Realization. You'll be
thanking yourself, and Baz, for a long time to come. I know I am!"
-Nathan H.

"Baz is so amazing! He helped me to overcome and begin healing from past
trauma in one session! I would recommend him to anyone who is hurting and
feels broken beyond repair...HE SHOWED ME THE WAY FREE OF THE DARK
DEPRESSION THAT WAS TAKING OVER MY LIFE."
 –Emily S.
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"Whether you want coaching to overcome spiritual
blockages or need help finding your divine being, Baz Porter
can help." –UBC

"The Million Dreams Community has recently been launched
by Baz Porter. Porter’s community aims to help veterans
and civilians in need of emotional and physical assistance." 
–Daily News New York

IN THE NEWS
All  over the world, Baz Porter is reaching the
hearts and minds of people. Read what
they’re saying about him in the news.
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FOR MORE
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AND PRICING
PLEASE CONTACT: 

SARAH@SIEGELSPEAKERS.COM

CONNECT WITH BAZ PORTER:

518.888.1793
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